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At least six La Mesa Village residents are criticizing police for not publicizing an assault here Sept. 20.

"We should be made aware that we did have someone coming to the neighborhood who is possibly stalking (women)," said
Donna Burkard, a private security guard who manages a small apartment complex on Date Avenue.

Madonna Sisk, a manicurist at Blue Tuesday on Date Avenue, agreed.

"I would like to feel safe, or at least be notified that crimes like this are happening in our neighborhood," Sisk said. "Then I
could take precautions to protect myself."

The Sept. 20 assault occurred at about 5:30 a.m., according to the woman who was attacked in the doorway of a La Mesa
Boulevard shop where she works. She said a man grabbed her from behind as she was opening the store and choked her
with a rope or piece of fabric until she collapsed, unconscious.

The victim discussed details of the attack, asking that neither she nor the shop be identified. The San Diego Union-Tribune
does not identify victims of sexual assault unless a victim requests it.

La Mesa police Lt. Allen White confirmed the assault, but he said department officials didn't issue a news release, in part
because police had no description of the assailant. No one has been arrested.

Police Chief Alan Lanning agreed the lack of a description was part of the reason the attack wasn't publicized, but he
declined to describe what else was considered.

"In this particular case, weighing all the factors we had, we decided it was better not to (issue a news release)," Lanning said.
"Because of the sensitivity of this case, we are not going to get into the details."

The victim said that when she awoke about 10 to 15 minutes after the attacker shirt had been pulled up and her chest
exposed. She also noticed that her belt was out of place and concluded the attacker had tried to remove it.

She said the attacker was possibly 5 feet 10 inches to 6 feet tall and might have been wearing a hooded sweat shirt,
according to a police report released this week.

The assailant apparently was startled by noises at a nearby business and ran away, the victim said. She first called her sister,
then 911. Paramedics and police responded in two minutes and drove her to Grossmont Hospital, she said.

"I think the public should know," she said. "Uttle girls walk down the street here each morning to go to school, and if
something happened to one of them, I would feel horrible."

Burkard, the apartment manager, said she carries a stun gun for self-defense and has persuaded three of her tenants to buy
stun guns amid rumors of recent assaults.

Burkard and some workers and residents said they had heard of a half-dozen other assaults on women in recent months.
Police say there have been no recent similar attacks.

A law enforcement Web sitewww.arjis.org reported this week that there had been one rape and five other sex crimes since
Aug. 5 in La Mesa. It lists the dates, times and approximate addresses of the rape and other sex crimes. The government-
funded site, which lists recent crime data provided by 50 local, state and federal law enforcement agencies, had not listed the
Sept. 20 attack.

Lanning confirmed that four of the six sex crimes on the Web site were accurate, including a date rape, an alleged sodomy
between a male and female who knew each other, an indecent exposure, and a Peeping Tom. However, the other two
incidents were the arrests of suspects in the latter two casesnot two other sex crimes, he said.

Lanning said this week the Sept. 20 attack had not been reported to the Internet site because paperwork hadn't been
completed, although the report has since been provided.

La Mesa Mayor Art Madrid supported Lanning's decision not to tell the public about the attack.

"All I can tell about that is there was a reported incident, and we have an ongoing police investigation," Madrid said.

"It's campaign time," he added, "and what some are doing is embellishing only one incident and trying to make me and police
and everyone at the city look bad. This is probably the most egregious type of politics."
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